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I did not like this game. Does not translate well to PC, all the controls are very touch centric. Not a lot of content. The graphics
and music are great, but it's not enough. Simple gameplay, yet hooks you up to the core. The story is interesting too.

Will really eat a lot of your time traversing the dungeons but that's the point of a dungeon crawler games.

Also, Purging. ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)v

10/10 recommend.. This game has huge potential with a new look at weapon systems. The inventory system is simple and the
concept is easy to follow. However, there are some current downfalls. I tried to play a muliplayer game but there just aren't any
other players that it could find to play with. The camera angle is kind of wierd. I found myself either wanting to tilt the camera
or be able to zoom out to be able to see more.
The lighting on vehicles seems to be somewhat broken. I plugged in an ambulance and the zombies just stood there completely
unaffected by th lights. They had to be standing basically on top of the vehicle before they died. However, using a light source
with your character there is quite a bit of distance that it is effective.
I also found the tutorial somewhat lacking. It is just a video thrown together that gives a basic look at playing. I had to figure out
the controls on my own and still have not figure out the running system. There is no status bar or anything but you still seem to
only have limited running stamina. And it is not very much. Hardly enough to outrun a hoard.
With some attention to the bugs this could be a great game and once a community is built around it the multiplayer could be
very fun.. lOVE THE GAME RECOMMEND IT HIGHLY HAVE TO PLAY. ABSOLUTE garbage. Not even worth the 90%
off. AI awful, pathetic graphics, tracks made by remtards. This extremely low quality POS has it all.. Flight Control HD is a
suprisingly simple yet addictive game. Anyone can pick it up and play, but to become a true master is harder than one might
think. Once you begin playing, you won't want to stop!. I now remeber why I do not play games like that.
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Great tower defense. Playing in VR lets you feel like youre in the middle of the action adding alot more excitement than
tradition TD games. Already can tell its gonna be a favorite of mine for awhile. The negative review Im seeing is coming from
someone who's either a troll or simply didnt play enough to give a reliable review as none of his gripes make any sense to
someone who's played the game more than 5 minutes or has basic reading skills.. Wait until it gets more updates.. I drew a
Stickman and because of his darn needs he created evil.

. 8 Years in devolopment, crashes nonstop. Fun for 15 minutes.. Baron Reaves went down on me on my second playthrough

10\/10 would play again.. Great game untill you get stuck with invisible enemies that cannot be attacked or your hud vanishes or
any other game breaking technical bug.
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